
Lighting is mood.
You should be able to your adjust your lighting to suit your mood anytime you 
want. Now you can project a texture on your walls, floor, and ceiling with our 
Illuminate Lamp.  

Select an anti-glare lighting solution for your home or office from our beautiful
collection of table, wall, column, signage, or our spectacular made-to-measure 
ceiling chandeliers.

Treat yourself to a work of lighting art with the lumniotherapy properties of natural 

illuminate LIFE

www.fred-fred.com

Design by FRED  & FRED, Years 2013, created in PARIS,



Our lamps are meticulously
designed by award-winning
lighting creators Fred & Fred.
With architectural structure and patented
technology, our beautiful lamps give you the
lighting intensity you want - where you want it -
without the glare.

Using eco-responsible elements with the latest low
energy LED technology, our lamps are made of
natural materials like glass and highly recyclable
aluminum.

Make Your Illuminate Lamp Your Own

Although our Illuminate Lamps are ready-to-go,
you can customize to suit your needs with the
following options.  

Your lamp can be programmed to
follow the natural cycle of daylight.

Choose from two fine finishes: glossy trans-
parent or softly frosted optical surface.

Pick diffused light or a projected beam.

Choose LED strips for soft lighting or backlit 
LED for more intensity. 

Customize your Illuminate Lamp by designing 
the shape of light you want.  Create a pixel 
surface that can be developed in 3D on
different levels.

Fit your lamp with a "DMX Address" which 
allows you to link your lights to control them 
together or separately. Other options include 
adding motion detectors and atmospheric 
lighting detectors. 
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Optical diffusion glass tile 227mm x 227mm x 
10mm

inox frame

9 LEDs, 24V, electronic board

Frosted or transparent tiles, depending on use.

220V or 115V mains connection, depending 
on country standards

Weight: from 1.8 kg per tile

Wiring: Waterproof connection

Controls and power: Control your Illuminate 
Lamp with a switch by DMX

Characteristics of LEDs: 9 LEDs per tile; LED 
Osram Optical closure lamp [extensive 110° 
beam]; CE [EC Label]; Electrical characteristics 
Voltage 24v


